
Hellenic Air Force 384 SAR official diver's watch by VOSTOK Europe

  

  

The helicopter rescue divers/swimmers serving with Hellenic Air Force 384 Search & Rescue
Squadron (SAR) and Super Puma helicopters are happy to wear their new ANCHAR watches
created by 
VOSTOK Europe
. These beautiful watches are really collecatble since numbered from 1 up to 100 and come
inside a black resistant suitcase. Click on the image to read more on the watch itself and
information on how to get it one into your collection...
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http://www.vostok-europe.com/


Hellenic Air Force 384 SAR official diver's watch by VOSTOK Europe

 Named after the Soviet K-222, the fastest submarine ever built, the ANCHAR isVostok-Europe's latest dive watch. The ANCHAR's 48mm 316L stainless steel case achieves30atm and uses two different colors of tritium tubes. It goes with the new NH25 automaticmechanism. The ANCHARcomes presented in a Pelican-type case, inside a black suitcase and is fitted with an integratedsilicone divers strap. It is supplied with a second leather strap with contrasting color codedstitching and a special Torx strap changing tool. At last but not least it is very important that it isaccompanied by a certificate with results from pressure resistance since it is tested beforeending to the final customer.  Especially the 384 SARwatch has the logotype of helicopter rescue swimmers painted inside the steel case and on theblack suitcase. The cup behind carries the rescue swimmers emblem (a worm on a hook) and itis numbered from 1 up to 100 which is the total number of the production. A rare item for yourcollection!!!  For more information please visit the official web-site of Vichos Groupimporter of VOSTOK Europe in Greece or contact with them at:  VICHOS GROUP 103 Ethnikis Antistaseos str. Neo Psihiko Zip: 154 51 Athens GREECEPhone.: 2106753701 ,Fax: 2106753703e-Mail: info@vichosgroup.grWeb site: www.vichosgroup.gr Facebook Fan page: www.facebook.com/VOSTOKEUROPE.GREECE   

 Vostok Europe sponsored Greek National Team on the AIDA Free- Diving WorldChampionship which takes place every two years and is the largest event in the free divingworld. In the 2011 sea World Championships (WC) athletes competed in all three disciplines :the constant weight with fins, the constant weight without fins and free immersion. The WC tookplace between 15th and 25th of September of 2011 in Kalamata, Greece. Approximately 160athletes from 32 countries competed in the WC, not counting the support staff and familymembers. Greece was represented by 9 athletes and everybody had Anchar watch on the wrist.                
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